LIVESTOCK PRE-ENTRY FORM
Must be turned in by Thursday, July 5th
( number)
_________Beef
_________Bucket Calves
_________Sheep _______Number of pens needed , pen with_________________________________________
_________Pigs _______Number of pens needed, pen with_________________________________________
_________Goats _______Number of pens needed, pen with_________________________________________
If you don’t want your animals penned with other members of your family, indicate your desire on this form.
As an exhibitor I am aware of the following:
C
Chemical substances used in livestock production, disease prevention, or disease control have approved
withdrawal times before slaughter.
C
Tranquilizers and other non-approved substances cannot be used on or in food animals.
Therefore, I certify that the animals I exhibit have:
______While in my ownership, have never been given any substance which requires a withdrawal prior to
slaughter.
OR
______Complies with legal withdrawal times for the products used for management practices.
I also agree to :
______Treat my livestock exhibits humanely while on the fairgrounds, in accordance with accepted animal
husbandry practices. Use of hot shots, hitting or kicking of animals will not be tolerated. Failure to abide by the
rules will cause me to: not be allowed to show my animals, and I will also not be allowed to sell my
animals through the premium sale.
Any exhibitor who knowingly and blatantly violates the rules will forfeit all privileges and premiums
and will be subject to being barred from showing at the Woodson County Fair again.
I further verify that this entry information is correct.

______________________________
Exhibitor Signature

_________
Date

______________________________
Parent/Guardian Signature

If you as an exhibitor or parent see someone abusing their animals at the fair, you must tell someone in the
management (superintendents, extension agent, or fair board member), so that the problem can be handled
immediately. If you don’t let someone know, then it appears that you don’t care or that you approve what was
being done. The only way to maintain a clean and positive show is not allow other types of activities to happen.
Livestock projects are a great learning experience for kids, but the main purpose of these projects is YOUTH
development, not whether you can show the Grand Champion at the County Fair.

